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ABSTRACT: Transient, synoptic-scale vortices produce a large fraction of total rainfall in most

monsoon regions and are often associated with extreme precipitation. However, the mechanism

of their amplification remains a topic of active research. For monsoon depressions, which are

the most prominent synoptic-scale vortex in the Asian-Australian monsoon, recent work has sug-

gested that meridional gradients in zonal wind in the vortex environment may produce growth

through barotropic instability, while meridional gradients in environmental humidity have also

been proposed to cause amplification through coupling with precipitating convection. Here, a

two-dimensional shallow water model on a sphere with parameterized precipitation is used to

examine the relative role played by these two environmental gradients. By systematically varying

the meridional moisture gradient and meridional wind shear for both weak, quasi-linear waves and

finite-amplitude isolated vortices, we show that rotational winds in the initial vortex are amplified

most strongly by meridional shear of the environmental zonal wind, while vortex precipitation

rates are most sensitive to environmental moisture gradients. The growth rate in the presence of

both gradients is less than the sum of growth rates in the presence of isolated gradients, as the

phase relation between moisture and vorticity anomalies becomes distorted with increasing shear.

These results suggest that background meridional gradients in both zonal wind and environmental

humidity can contribute to the amplification of vortices to monsoon depression strength, but with

some degree of decoupling of the dry rotational flow and the moist convection.
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1. Introduction25

Synoptic-scale low pressure systems are often observed in the vast South Asian and Australian26

monsoon regions, as well as in the East Pacific where the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)27

is positioned roughly 1,000 km north of the equator (Hurley and Boos 2015). These vortices28

account for a large fraction of seasonal mean rainfall in monsoon regions (Godbole 1977; Hunt and29

Fletcher 2019; Hurley and Boos 2015). In the Asian-Australian region, the more intense instances30

of these systems are known as monsoon depressions, and are often associated with extreme rainfall31

(Ajayamohan et al. 2010; Fletcher et al. 2018). Many attempts have been made to understand the32

mechanisms governing the evolution of monsoon depressions and, more generally, monsoon low33

pressure systems, invoking hydrodynamic instabilities that amplify the vortex at the expense of the34

background winds (Mishra and Salvekar 1980; Saha and Chang 1983; Diaz and Boos 2019a,b) or35

through its coupling with moist convection (Krishnamurti et al. 1976; Adames and Ming 2018a;36

Diaz and Boos 2021a). However, the exact mechanism through which these weak disturbances37

intensify into monsoon depressions remains a topic of active research (Clark et al. 2020; Diaz and38

Boos 2021a,b).39

A strong easterly vertical wind shear characterizes the region in which monsoon depressions form40

leading many studies to invoke some form of baroclinic instability to explain the growth of monsoon41

depressions (Mishra and Salvekar 1980; Saha and Chang 1983). These theories often require the42

coupling of baroclinic instability with the condensation and precipitation of water (Moorthi and43

Arakawa 1985; Salvekar et al. 1986; Krishnakumar et al. 1992). However, a key feature of all44

forms of baroclinic instability is the upshear tilt of potential vorticity anomalies against the vertical45

gradient in background zonal wind (Cohen and Boos 2016); this contrasts with the upright or slight46

downshear tilt of potential vorticity in observed monsoon depressions (Keshavamurty 1972; Cohen47

and Boos 2016). These results suggest that baroclinic instability is not the primary mechanism for48

the growth of monsoon depressions.49

Along with strong vertical wind shear, the South Asian monsoon also exhibits strong meridional50

shear of the zonal wind (Figure 1b). A weaker but qualitatively similar wind shear is also observed51

over the East Pacific (not shown), which is another region where synoptic-scale tropical vortices52

grow. This meridional shear of zonal wind, hereafter referred to simply as horizontal shear, raises53

the possibility that the monsoon basic-state may be barotropically unstable, with monsoon depres-54
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sions growing at the expense of the background horizontal shear. Early evidence for barotropic55

growth of monsoon depressions was mixed (Subrahmanyam et al. 1981; Nitta and Masuda 1981;56

Goswami et al. 1980; Lindzen et al. 1983; Shukla 1977; Krishnakumar et al. 1992; Rajamani and57

Sikdar 1989; Krishnamurti et al. 2013), although some studies arguing against barotropic insta-58

bility as a relevant mechanism used basic-states that differed substantially from observations or59

focused on upper-tropospheric rather than lower-tropospheric modes; for a discussion see the last60

section of Diaz and Boos (2019a). Recent studies using three-dimensional basic-states drawn from61

modern reanalyses have shown that barotropic growth can explain the structure and propagation of62

observed monsoon depressions (Diaz and Boos 2019a,b). Barotropic conversion from the back-63

ground meridional shear has also been shown to contribute to the energy of East Pacific easterly64

waves (Rydbeck and Maloney 2014). Nevertheless, even if barotropic growth is important, moist65

convection and diabatic heating likely play an essential role in achieving positive net growth rates66

in observed monsoon depressions, especially with frictional dissipation and a zonally asymmetric67

basic-state (Krishnamurti et al. 1976; Adames and Ming 2018a; Diaz and Boos 2021a).68

An alternate route for the growth of monsoon depressions was proposed by Adames and Ming69

(2018a). Using a linear model, they showed the growth of a synoptic scale monsoon disturbance can70

occur due to interactions between meridional moisture advection, moist convection, and potential71

vorticity. This mechanism, termed moisture–vortex instability, favors growth in regions where72

the background specific humidity increases poleward, such as in South Asia (Figure 1a) and the73

East Pacific, and can operate even in the absence of barotropic or baroclinic instability. A similar74

instability was obtained by Sobel et al. (2001) in the limit of a weak temperature gradient balance.75

Adames (2021) further explored this mechanism in a linear two-layer quasi-geostrophic model,76

generalizing it to show that in the presence of a poleward MSE gradient (which might even exist77

due to a temperature gradient in the absence of moisture gradient), the instability grows at the78

expense of any baroclinic instability that may exist in monsoon regions. However, both Adames79

and Ming (2018a) and Adames (2021) used linear quasi-geostrophic models without background80

horizontal shear, which may not be relevant to observed monsoon depressions given their moderate81

Rossby numbers and the strongly sheared zonal winds in which they are embedded (Boos et al.82

2015).83
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Fig. 1. The zonal mean of the JJAS basic-state (a) specific humidity and (b) zonal wind at 850 hPa over the

South Asian region. The mean states are obtained by averaging the ERA5 data over the longitudes 80◦E–90◦E,

and for the years 1979–2020. The plots are limited to 27◦N, as the region northward of it is below the terrain

surface. The region exhibits a moisture gradient which increases with latitude and a meridional wind shear,

centred roughly around 20◦N.
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Here we use a fully non-linear model to examine the evolution of disturbances in a basic-state89

with both strong meridional moisture gradients and strong zonal flow. Specifically, we examine the90

growth of monsoon depression-like vortices using a two-dimensional shallow water model with91

parameterized moist convection. As recent studies have suggested that baroclinic instability is92

inconsistent with the growth of observed monsoon depressions (Cohen and Boos 2016), we mainly93

consider the roles played by barotropic instability and moisture–vortex instability. This work is94

complementary to the simulations conducted with more complex cloud-system resolving models95

(Diaz and Boos 2019b) and global climate models (Adames and Ming 2018b), because it enables96

us to more cleanly control the separate and combined influences of gradients in humidity and wind.97

The model used here also allows us to simulate the non-linear evolution of finite-amplitude vortices98

without linearization and the quasi-geostrophic approximation.99
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We aim to determine how barotropic instability and moisture–vortex instability might interact100

when a monsoon depression-like vortex exists in a basic-state with meridional gradients in both101

humidity and zonal wind. Are both gradients needed for growth, or is moist convection without102

a moisture gradient sufficient? Do the two instability mechanisms amplify or inhibit each other?103

The model framework and numerical details are discussed in the next section. The growth of weak,104

quasi-linear sinusoidal vorticity anomalies are examined in Section 3, then the evolution of strong105

isolated vortices is presented in Section 4. Section 5 interpret some of these results and conclusions106

are summarized in Section 6.107

2. Model details108

This study uses a single-layer moist shallow water model on a rotating sphere, of the form (Gill109

1982; Bouchut et al. 2009; Zeitlin 2018; Suhas and Sukhatme 2020)110

𝜕Z

𝜕𝑡
+∇·(uZ𝑎) = 0,

𝜕𝛿

𝜕𝑡
−k·∇× (uZ𝑎) = −▽2(u·u

2
+𝑔ℎ),

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑡
+∇·(uℎ) = −𝜒P,

𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑡
+∇·(u𝑞) = −P . (1)

The above system contains the vorticity equation, the divergence equation, the mass continuity111

equation, and a moisture equation, in that sequence. In these equations, u = (𝑢, 𝑣) is the horizontal112

flow, Z is the relative vorticity, Z𝑎 is the absolute vorticity and 𝛿 is the divergence. The shallow113

water layer has a depth of ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), with 𝐻 being the undisturbed mean of ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) (the value of114

which is discussed below).115

The moisture equation governs the evolution of the column water vapor (𝑞), with precipitation116

(P) acting as a moisture sink. Precipitation is modeled using a Betts-Miller form (Betts 1986)117

dependent on the column water vapor (Muller et al. 2009), specifically P = (𝑞− 𝑞𝑠)Θ(𝑞− 𝑞𝑠)/𝜏𝑐,118

where 𝑞𝑠 is the prescribed saturation column water vapor, 𝜏𝑐 = 12 h is the condensation timescale119

andΘ is the Heaviside function (Suhas and Sukhatme 2020). Moisture couples to the mass equation120

through precipitation, with 𝜒 acting as a conversion factor similar to the latent heat. Since we are121
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mainly interested in the growth of anomalies over the initial few days of model time, no large scale122

forcing, damping, or surface evaporation is included.123

This model formulation has been used to study the development of fronts and non-linear waves124

(Bouchut et al. 2009), the emergence of modons and geostrophic adjustment (Rostami and Zeitlin125

2019a,b), the transient, precipitating response to tropical forcings and the influence of moisture126

gradients (Suhas and Sukhatme 2020), and the effects of moisture on barotropic and baroclinic127

instability (Lambaerts et al. 2011, 2012; Rostami and Zeitlin 2017; Bembenek et al. 2021). While128

some studies have shown that barotropic instability can intensify in the presence of water con-129

densation (Lambaerts et al. 2011; Rostami and Zeitlin 2017), those studies did not examine the130

influence of a horizontal moisture gradient nor consider a monsoon-like basic-state. Here, our aim131

is to examine the growth of the vortex in the presence of a moisture gradient without resorting to132

these restrictions.133

The shallow water equations are solved using a pseudo-spectral method on a sphere using a134

library for spherical harmonic transforms for numerical simulations (SHTns; Schaeffer 2013). The135

simulations are run at a resolution of 512 (longitude) × 256 (latitude), and triangularly truncated136

with a maximum resolved wavenumber of 170. Time stepping uses a third-order Adams-Bashforth137

integrator with a time step of 30 s and a △4 hyperviscosity for small scale dissipation.138

A wide range of mean heights 𝐻 have been used by various studies, with values ranging from a139

few hundred metres to a few kilometres. While a mean height of 200 - 300 m corresponds to the140

dry phase speeds of the first baroclinic mode in the tropics (Wheeler et al. 2000; Kraucunas and141

Hartmann 2007), larger heights are necessary to generate the observed mean states of the zonal142

flows in the mid-latitudes (Galewsky et al. 2004; Paldor et al. 2021). Our results are not greatly143

affected by this choice of 𝐻 (we looked at values of 𝐻 ranging from 300 m to 10 km), but to144

accommodate the strong meridional height gradients necessary to generate the required basic-state145

zonal flow, we chose a basic-state depth of 1000 m; this yields a dry Kelvin wave speed (𝑐𝑑) of146

about 100 m s−1 (Kraucunas and Hartmann 2007; Monteiro et al. 2014).147

The choice of moist parameters 𝑞𝑠 and 𝜒 is somewhat arbitrary, as only the product 𝜒𝑞 influences148

the coupling of moisture with the dynamics. We set the maximum magnitude of 𝑞𝑠 to 1 m, and149

select 𝜒 = 900. This yields a moist Kelvin wave speed, 𝑐𝑚 ≈ 0.3𝑐𝑑 (Bouchut et al. 2009; Frierson150

et al. 2004). The model is initialized with a state of saturation (i.e., 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑠), so at initial times the151
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gradient of prescribed saturation column water vapor sets the gradient of the moisture field. We152

introduce a delay in the convective onset by setting the value of the condensation time scale 𝜏𝑐 =153

12 h, which has been used in other theoretical models of the Asian monsoon (Adames and Ming154

2018a).155

We use two types of initial perturbations. First, we study the response to small-amplitude156

sinusoidal vorticity anomalies, which allows us to examine the evolution of a disturbance of157

a single wavenumber without strong non-linear effects. Next, we consider a more non-linear158

scenario, where the initial perturbation takes the form of a finite-amplitude, isolated vortex. Both159

of these types of initial perturbations are centred at 20◦N, a typical latitude at which many monsoon160

depressions form (Sikka 1978); our conclusions are insensitive to small variations in the choice161

of base latitude. We explore the time evolution of these initial perturbations in the presence162

of a varying meridional basic-state moisture gradient, 𝑞𝑠𝑦, and a varying meridional wind shear163

expressed as a localized basic-state vorticity maximum, Z𝑠; sample basic-state moisture and wind164

profiles are shown in Figure 2. The strength of the horizontal wind shear is controlled by varying165

the magnitude of an imposed vorticity strip, following Diaz and Boos (2021a). For simplicity, we166

have centred both the basic-state moisture gradient and horizontal shear zone near 20◦N, although167

in the observed South Asian mean state they are centred slightly away from this latitude (Figure 1).168

3. Quasi-linear sinusoidal modes175

We examine the response of our shallow water system to small amplitude sinusoidal vorticity176

anomalies for a range of basic-state moisture gradients (𝑞𝑠𝑦) and horizontal wind shears (Z𝑠). This177

choice of a weak initial perturbation ensures that the growth is nearly linear, at least in the initial178

stages. The sinusoidal vorticity anomaly is centred at 𝜙0 = 20◦N and is of the form179

Z ′(_, 𝜙) = Z𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡 sin(𝑘_) exp

[
−
(
𝜙−𝜙0
△𝜙

)2
]

where the perturbation magnitude Z𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡 = 1×10−7 s−1, 𝑘 = 15 is the zonal wavenumber, _ is longi-180

tude, 𝜙 is latitude, and △𝜙 = 5◦. We also performed experiments with varying zonal wavenumbers181

and, similar to Adames and Ming (2018a), found that in the presence of a basic-state moisture182

gradient, the eddy energy growth was strongest around wavenumber 𝑘 = 15. With basic-state183
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Fig. 2. Profile of the (a) imposed saturation column water vapor (𝑞𝑠) and (b) gaussian vorticity strip which

yields a (c) meridionally sheared zonal wind. Here, the basic-state saturation moisture has a gradient of 𝑞𝑠𝑦

= 0.2 m, and the wind shear is Z𝑠 = 4× 10−5 s−1. All the saturation moisture profiles considered in this study

have a value of 0.8 m at 20◦N, and the gradient value refers to the maximum change in magnitude between the

equator and the pole. Zonal wind has a zero-crossing at 20◦N. For convenience, we refer the wind shear with the

magnitude of the corresponding vorticity strip.
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horizontal wind shear and no moisture gradient, the fastest growth was also found in the vicinity184

of 𝑘 = 15. Hence, we only present results for initial anomalies with zonal wavenumber 15.185

To begin, we study the evolution of an initial sinusoidal anomaly without basic-state shear or186

moisture gradients, in order to confirm that at least one of these basic-state properties is needed for187

anomaly growth. In this set of experiments, basic-state horizontal wind shear is absent (Z𝑠 = 0).188

The moist coupling parameter (𝜒) is set to 0 in a dry configuration, while in a moist run we impose a189

uniform background moist saturation field (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0, i.e., no basic-state moisture gradient). The main190

objective here is to see whether an anomaly can grow in the absence of both basic-state gradients,191

and how the inclusion of moisture modifies the dry solution. Results from these experiments can192

also serve as a reference for comparison with solutions obtained with basic-state gradients. For193

both the dry and moist (uniform basic-state moisture) runs, the initial eddy energy, which includes194

both eddy potential and kinetic energy, decays at a rate of -0.02 day−1 and there are no significant195

differences between the dry and moist runs. In the absence of large scale damping, hyperviscosity196
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is responsible for this decay. Other dynamical variables, as well as precipitation in the moist run,197

show a similar decay with time. This indicates that interaction of a weak initial vortex with the198

release of latent heat alone is insufficient for growth, consistent with the cloud-system-resolving199

simulations of tropical depression spinup conducted by Murthy and Boos (2018).200

a. Solutions with a basic-state moisture gradient201

We now introduce a northward-increasing basic-state moisture field, systematically varying the202

gradient of the saturation profile (𝑞𝑠𝑦) and studying the influence of this basic-state property on the203

amplification of our initial weak, sinusoidal vorticity anomalies. We eliminate possible barotropic204

growth by setting the basic-state horizontal wind shear (Z𝑠) to 0. The prescribed basic-state205

saturation column water vapor is of the form206

𝑞𝑠 (𝜙) = 𝑞𝑠0 +
𝑞𝑠𝑦

2
tanh

(
𝜙−𝜙0
△𝜙

)
where 𝜙0 = 20◦ and △𝜙 = 5◦. Here, 𝑞𝑠0 sets the value of the basic-state 𝑞𝑠 at 20◦N and 𝑞𝑠𝑦 controls207

the meridional gradient of the background moist saturation field. A typical profile with 𝑞𝑠0 = 0.8208

m and a gradient of 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m (maximum change from equator to pole) is shown in Figure 2a.209

This gradient value of 0.2 m is qualitatively similar to the fractional change in the observed water210

vapor mixing ratio (Diaz and Boos 2019b) and precipitable water (Chen et al. 2018) over South211

Asia, which varies meridionally by about 20% – 30% (Figure 1a). Further, for ease of comparison,212

all experiments use the same moist saturation value of 𝑞𝑠 = 0.8 m at 20◦N, with the basic-state213

moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦) varying from 0 (uniform moist case) to 0.4 m (with that maximum gradient214

setting 𝑞𝑠 to 1 m on the poleward side of the gradient zone).215

For the basic-state with no moisture gradient, 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0, precipitation occurs to the east of the216

cyclonic vortex centre (Figure 3a). This is in contrast to the observations, where peak precipitation217

occurs to the west-southwest of the vortex centre (Godbole 1977). In contrast, with a basic-state218

moisture gradient 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m, precipitation occurs to the west of the cyclonic vortex centre and219

anomalies strengthen with time and propagate westward (Figure 4). Eddy energy has a growth220

rate of 0.17 day−1, close to the value of 0.23 day−1 obtained in the linear 𝛽–plane model used by221

Adames and Ming (2018a), which also imposed a meridional temperature gradient. As diabatic222

heating enhances positive vorticity anomalies, cyclones grow faster than anticyclones (Figure 4).223
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Fig. 3. Precipitation rate (color) and vorticity (black, with a contour interval of 2×10−8 s−1) at day 3 for the

experiments with varying basic-state moisture gradients (𝑞𝑠𝑦) and no wind shear (Z𝑠 = 0). These are the response

to small amplitude sinusoidal vorticity anomalies. The plot is centred at the maxima of one of the vortices.

Precipitation occurs to the west of the vortex centre except for the case with a zero moisture gradient, where it

occurs to the east of the vortex centre and is significantly weaker.
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The growth rates of vorticity, horizontal wind, and precipitation all increase with the basic-224

state moisture gradient (Figures 3 and 5). The uniform saturation case (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0) provides a useful225

contrast, as its precipitation occurs to the east of cyclonic vortices and its vorticity and precipitation226

decays with time, supporting the idea that a spatial structure in which peak precipitation lies west227

of peak vorticity is necessary for growth. The dynamical fields as well as the precipitation rate228

strengthens with increasing basic-state moisture gradient. The absolute precipitation rates in these229

simulations are not especially meaningful given the weak, quasi-linear nature of the disturbances230

and the fact that it is the product 𝜒𝑃 that couples with the dynamics. The sharp changes seen in the231

maximum meridional velocity around day 4 (Figure 5a) is due to the maxima operator selecting232

different parts of the vortex, as time evolves.233

We also assessed the sensitivity of our solutions to the zonal wavenumber and convective time234

scale. Broadly, our results agree with the solutions obtained by Adames and Ming (2018a), with235

strongest growth found around zonal wavenumber 𝑘 = 15 and a convective time scale 𝜏𝑐 = 12 h.236

As in Adames and Ming (2018a), we also find the precipitation shifts away from the vortex centre237

with decreasing 𝜏𝑐.238
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Fig. 4. The evolution of precipitation rate (color) and vorticity (black, with a contour interval of 2× 10−8

s−1) with time for the experiment with a basic-state moisture gradient 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m and no wind shear (Z𝑠 = 0).

The system is initially perturbed by small amplitude sinusoidal vorticity anomalies centred at 20◦N. The initial

disturbance is strengthening with time and is propagating to the west.
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Fig. 5. Time series of the (a) maximum meridional velocity and (b) mean precipitation rate for the experiments

with varying basic-state moisture gradients (𝑞𝑠𝑦) and no wind shear (Z𝑠 = 0). These values are averaged over the

entire domain and are the response to small amplitude sinusoidal vorticity anomalies.
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b. Solutions with basic-state horizontal shear251

We now examine the evolution of the weak, sinusoidal vorticity anomalies in the presence of252

horizontal wind shear and a uniform moisture background (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0). Based on the observed mean253

state of the South Asian monsoon (Figure 1a), we construct a background wind shear using a254
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Fig. 6. Precipitation rate (color) and vorticity (black, with a contour interval of 5× 10−8 s−1) at day 3 for

the experiments with varying wind shear (Z𝑠) but with no basic-state moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0). The system

is initially perturbed by small amplitude sinusoidal vorticity anomalies centred at 20◦N. The vorticity contours

are plotted after removing the imposed background shear. The domain is centred at the maxima of one of the

vortices.
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261

262

263

264

vorticity strip,255

Z (𝜙) = Z𝑠 exp

[
−
(
𝜙−𝜙0
△𝜙

)2
]

where 𝜙0 = 19◦ and △𝜙 = 3◦. The parameter Z𝑠 controls the magnitude of the basic-state shear and256

yields a zonal wind profile with a zero-crossing at 20◦N (Diaz and Boos 2019a, 2021a). Typical257

profiles of vorticity and the corresponding zonal wind for Z𝑠 = 4×10−5 s−1 are shown in Figure 2b,258

c.259

Vorticity and precipitation at day 3 for various magnitudes of shear (Z𝑠) are shown in Figure268

6. As we saw earlier, in the absence of a meridional moisture gradient, precipitation occurs east269

of cyclonic vortex centres and is an order-of-magnitude weaker than in the basic-state having a270

moisture gradient but no shear (compare magnitudes of precipitation between Figures 5b and 7b).271

In the absence of a basic-state moisture gradient, precipitation is driven by convergence (which272

in this model serves as a proxy for the generation of convective instability by ascent) rather than273

the horizontal advection of moisture, which explains the weaker magnitude of precipitation and274

its position to the east of the cyclonic vortex in the region of convergence (see Figure 3 in Kiladis275

et al. (2009) for similar structures in theoretical equatorial waves). In contrast, horizontal wind276

anomalies are stronger for the basic-state with shear than for the basic-state with only a moisture277
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Fig. 7. Time series of the (a) maximum meridional velocity and (b) mean precipitation rate for the experiments

with varying horizontal wind shear (Z𝑠) but with no basic-state moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0). These values are

averaged over the entire domain and are the response to small amplitude sinusoidal vorticity anomalies.

265

266

267

gradient. With increasing shear, the initial sinusoidal fields become progressively distorted and278

precipitation becomes spatially decoupled from the vortex centre. The circulation anomalies, as279

indicated by the meridional wind, grow stronger with shear, but the precipitation rate displays280

less sensitivity (Figure 7; although precipitation increases greatly after day 3 for strong horizontal281

shears, this occurs far from the cyclonic vorticity centres and thus does not resemble the behavior282

of observed monsoon low pressure systems). The up-shear tilt of the perturbations and the absence283

of any other instability mechanisms suggest that the growth of the vorticity anomalies is due to284

barotropic instability (Peng et al. 2009). In essence, barotropic instability amplifies the circulation285

anomalies, but the growth rate of precipitation has less sensitivity to the shear in the absence of a286

moisture gradient.287

c. Solutions with a basic-state moisture gradient and horizontal shear288

We now examine solutions for basic-states with both moisture gradients and horizontal shear,289

showing that the decoupling of precipitation from circulation anomalies, suggested in the experi-290

ments described above, becomes even more evident when these basic-state gradients are combined.291
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The time evolution of the maximum meridional velocity and mean precipitation rate for various292

moisture gradients with fixed horizontal shear is shown in Figures 8a and 8b. While the meridional293

velocity increases with time (Figure 8a), there is little sensitivity in the growth rate of meridional294

velocity to changes in the moisture gradient. The maximum meridional velocities achieved with295

this intermediate basic-state shear are roughly twice as large as those achieved with the strongest296

moisture gradient in the absence of horizontal shear (compare with Figure 5a), but the peak merid-297

ional velocities actually decrease slightly as the basic-state moisture gradient is increased. This298

suggests that the circulation anomalies are mostly driven by barotropic instability, and indeed their299

growth rate increases strongly with the basic-state shear (Figure 8c). In contrast, precipitation is300

strongly affected by the moisture gradient (Figure 8b), exhibiting little sensitivity to horizontal301

shear with a fixed moisture gradient (Figures 8d; as in Figure 7b, the increase in precipitation302

after day 3 occurs far from the cyclonic vorticity centre and thus is a poor analogue for observed303

monsoon depressions at that stage of the instability).304

A summary of all the runs is presented in Figures 9a-c, which show the amplification of the309

maximum meridional velocity and mean precipitation rate at day 3, relative to the moist run with310

no basic-state moisture gradient and no horizontal shear (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0, Z𝑠 = 0), together with the eddy311

energy growth rates averaged over days 2 – 4. The maximum meridional velocity and eddy energy312

growth depend strongly on the horizontal shear but only weakly on the moisture gradient, with an313

increase in the moisture gradient causing a modest increase in these dynamical measures for weak314

shear and a slight decrease for strong shear. In contrast, the mean precipitation rate is determined315

primarily by the moisture gradient.316

4. Nonlinear isolated vortices324

Now we consider a more realistic case, using the same basic-states but where the initial pertur-325

bation takes the form of an isolated vortex strong enough to produce nonlinear effects. This vortex326

is intended to represent an idealized weak low pressure system that might intensify into a monsoon327

depression, and we examine how it evolves in basic-states with different moisture gradients and328

horizontal wind shear. The initial vortex is generated using a height anomaly,329

ℎ′(_, 𝜙) = ℎ𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡 exp

[
−
(
_−_0
△_

)2
]

exp

[
−
(
𝜙−𝜙0
△𝜙

)2
]
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Fig. 8. Time series of the (a,c) maximum meridional velocity and (b,d) mean precipitation rate for the

experiments with (a,b) varying basic-state moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦) and a horizontal wind shear of Z𝑠 = 4×10−5

s−1 and, (c,d) varying horizontal wind shear (Z𝑠) with a basic-state moisture gradient of 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m. These

values are averaged over the entire domain and are the response to small amplitude sinusoidal vorticity anomalies.

305

306

307

308

where ℎ𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡 = −15 m, _ is longitude, and the position and width parameters are _0 = 180◦, 𝜙0 = 20◦,330

△_ = 5◦, and △𝜙 = 5◦. This yields an initial perturbation spanning a width of about 1000 km, with331

a balanced maximum meridional velocity of about 4.8 m s−1, closely matching the peak rotational332

velocity in the initial anomaly imposed by Diaz and Boos (2021a).333

The evolution of the initial vortex with a basic-state moisture gradient of 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m and a337

horizontal wind shear of Z𝑠 = 4× 10−5 s−1 is shown in Figure 10. The initial vortex grows with338
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Fig. 9. Amplification of the (a,d) spatial maximum of meridional velocity and (b,e) spatial mean precipitation

rate, and (c,f) eddy energy growth rate, all as a function of varying basic-state moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦) and

horizontal wind shear (Z𝑠). Panels in the first row (a–c) correspond to runs with weak sinusoidal modes and in

second row (d–f) to runs with a finite-amplitude isolated vortex. The amplification of meridional velocity and

precipitation rate is determined by taking the values at day 3 and normalizing by the corresponding values at day

3 for the moist run with no basic-state moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0) and wind shear (Z𝑠 = 0). Eddy energy includes

both the eddy potential and kinetic energy, and the growth rates are averaged over days 2 to 4.
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318

319

320

321

322

323

time, both spatially and in magnitude1. For example, the maximum meridional velocity grows339

from its initial value of 4.8 m s−1 to about 8 m s−1 at the end of day 3. Similarly, precipitation340

intensifies and reaches its maximum around day 2. Although intense precipitation is also observed341

at later times, this occurs far east of the vortex centre associated with remote secondary disturbances342

1Although the increase in vortex size will contribute to the growth rate of eddy energy, the fact that the spatial maximum of meridional wind also
increases strongly shows that the vortex intensity is also amplifying. Though we do not decompose the eddy energy growth rate into components
associated with changes in vortex size and vortex intensity, we note that the fractional changes in meridional wind amplitude can account for a large
part of the exponential growth rate in eddy energy. For example, comparing Figure 9d and Figure 9f, the peak eddy energy growth rate of 0.83
corresponds to an increase only slightly larger than the fractional increase of 2.08 seen in meridional wind (𝑒0.83 = 2.3).
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Fig. 10. The evolution of precipitation rate (color) and vorticity (black, with a contour interval of 1× 10−5

s−1) with time for the experiment with a basic-state moisture gradient 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m and wind shear Z𝑠 = 4×10−5

s−1. A finite-amplitude isolated vortex is used to initialize the model.

334

335

336

(Figures 10c, d). Precipitation occurs to the west of the vortex centre because, in the presence343

of a poleward basic-state moisture gradient, northerly winds produce advective moistening west344

of the cyclonic vortex. This peak precipitation lies in roughly the same location that experiences345

quasigeostrophic (QG) lifting due to background vertical shear, which has been argued to produce346

precipitation in observed monsoon depressions (e.g. Rao and Rajamani 1970). But in our shallow347

water model that QG lifting does not operate because there is no background vertical shear.348

We show the time evolution of the maximum meridional velocity and mean precipitation rate356

for varying moisture gradient with fixed horizontal shear (Figures 11a, b) and for a fixed moisture357

gradient with varying horizontal shear (Figures 11c, d). In these time series, we isolate the358

evolution of a single vortex by selecting a limited domain (a 20◦ × 20◦ box) centred around the359

vorticity maximum, but we extend the zonal dimension by an additional 10◦ to the west for360

experiments with background moisture gradients and 10◦ to the east for experiments without those361

gradients. Although the size of this box exceeds the typical size of the observed LPS, we use this362

larger domain because the vortex in our idealized simulations grows beyond that typical size (Figure363

10). This is a limitation of these idealized model configurations, which we speculate may permit364

such spatial growth because their background horizontal shear and moisture gradients extend over365

all longitudes. However, Diaz and Boos (2019a) showed that the mechanism of barotropic growth366

that operated in a zonally infinite region of background shear was still relevant when that shear367

zone was zonally confined.368
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Fig. 11. Time series of the (a, c) maximum meridional velocity and (b, d) mean precipitation rate for the

experiments with (a, b) varying basic-state moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦) and a horizontal wind shear of Z𝑠 = 4×10−5

s−1, and (c, d) varying horizontal wind shear (Z𝑠) with a basic-state moisture gradient of 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m. A

finite-amplitude isolated vortex is used to initialize the model. We isolate the evolution of a single vortex by

selecting a limited domain (a 20◦ × 20◦ box) centred around the vorticity maximum, but we extend the zonal

dimension by an additional 10◦ to the west for experiments with background moisture gradients and 10◦ to the

east for experiments without those gradients.
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350
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354

355

When the basic-state moisture gradient (𝑞𝑠𝑦) is increased while keeping the horizontal shear (Z𝑠)369

fixed, the amplification rates of meridional velocity and mean precipitation rate both increase, but370

the intensification of the precipitation rate is stronger than that of meridional winds (Figures 11a,371
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b). Conversely, when horizontal shear is increased for a fixed basic-state moisture gradient, the372

amplification rate of meridional wind increases while the precipitation rates change little (Figure373

11c, d). In fact, the precipitation rate decreases by a small amount with increasing horizontal shear.374

These results show that the isolated vortices exhibit similar sensitivities to basic-state properties375

as the small-amplitude sinusoidal modes. However, the sinusoidal modes continued to intensify past376

day 5, while the finite-amplitude vortex reaches its peak around day 3–4; while there are multiple377

possible causes of this, such as a resonance of the sinusoidal modes, the simplest explanation378

seems to be that nonlinearities associated with the stronger initial perturbation limit, or saturate,379

the growth2. Furthermore, the growth of winds is more strongly affected by changes in the moisture380

gradient for the nonlinear, isolated vortex than for the quasi-linear sinusoidal modes. For example,381

the amplification of winds increases by a factor of about 1.5 when the basic-state moisture gradient382

is increased from 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0 to 0.2 m, similar to the idealized cloud-system-resolving simulations of383

Diaz and Boos (2021a); the shallow water model used here, however, permits testing of a wider384

range of 𝑞𝑠𝑦. Nevertheless, when synthesizing results for all the experiments initialized with an385

isolated vortex, we see that the meridional velocity amplification and eddy growth rates are most386

sensitive to horizontal shear, while precipitation growth is set by the moisture gradient (Figures387

9d-f), similar to the sensitivities of the quasi-linear sinusoidal modes (Figures 9a-c). Note that in388

these plots, as for the quasi-linear modes, the amplification of meridional velocity and precipitation389

rate are computed with respect to a moist run with no basic-state moisture gradient or horizontal390

shear (𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0 and Z𝑠 = 0).391

5. Phase relation between vorticity and precipitation392

A pertinent question arises as to the mechanism of interaction between the two instability398

mechanisms. As discussed above, the growth of dynamic and convective fields seem to be399

somewhat decoupled, with the amplification of dynamical fields more strongly controlled by the400

horizontal shear, while precipitation growth is mostly determined by moisture gradients; this401

suggests interaction between the two instability mechanisms is weak. However, at stronger wind402

shears for the quasi-linear sinusoidal modes, the sensitivity of growth rates to the basic-state403

moisture gradient weakens and in some cases even hinders growth (Figures 9a, c). A possible404

2The growth extends beyond 5 days for sinusoidal perturbations with other wavenumbers, although we do not provide illustrations of the
simulation output for those runs. We also see the growth having a peak within the first 5 days when a stronger initial sinusoidal perturbation is used.
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Fig. 12. Precipitation rate (color) and vorticity (black contours) at Day 3 for the experiments (a,c) without

wind shear and (b,d) with a wind shear Z𝑠 = 4×10−5 s−1. All the plots have a basic-state moisture gradient of

𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m. Panels in the first row (a–b) correspond to runs with weak sinusoidal modes and in second row

(c–d) to runs with a finite-amplitude isolated vortex. The basic-state vorticity strip is removed from the vorticity

fields before plotting. The vorticity contour interval is (a) 2×10−8 s−1, (b) 5×10−8 s−1 and (c, d) 5×10−6 s−1.
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explanation is that the phase relation between vorticity and precipitation which favors growth405

becomes distorted in the presence of strong horizontal shear. Figure 12 shows the anomalous406

vorticity and precipitation at day 3, for runs with a basic-state moisture gradient of 𝑞𝑠𝑦 = 0.2 m407

and both types of initial disturbance. Two cases are shown, one without horizontal shear and the408

other with shear of Z𝑠 = 4× 10−5 s−1. In the absence of shear, precipitation peaks to the west of409

the cyclonic vortex centre (Figures 12a, c), which in linear theory is argued to favor intensification410

(Adames and Ming 2018a). However, with strong horizontal shear, this phase relation is distorted411

and precipitation aligns more closely with an anticyclonic centre (Figures 12b, d). This structure412

resembles the damped mode in the linear theory of Adames and Ming (2018a). This effect413
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seems to be stronger for the quasi-linear sinusoidal modes, but for nonlinear isolated vortices414

the sensitivities of the precipitation amplification rate and the eddy growth rate to the basic-state415

moisture gradient do decrease at higher horizontal shears (Figure 9e, f). The spatial structure of416

vorticity that is associated with this distortion of the moist effects by strong horizontal shear bears417

some resemblance to observations; the zonally elongated vorticity anomaly to the southwest of the418

main cyclonic vortex centre resembles that seen in a case study of a 2008 monsoon depression419

(Boos et al. 2017, their Figures 9, 10).420

6. Summary and discussion421

In this work, we aimed to understand the mechanism by which a monsoon depression-like vortex422

grows. With recent work noting the inconsistency of observed storm structures with the growth423

mechanism of baroclinic instability (Cohen and Boos 2016), we specifically examined the role424

played by two meridional gradients, in moisture and zonal wind shear, in their growth. Using a425

moist shallow water model in which we systematically varied these two gradients, we delineated426

the role played by moisture–vortex instability and barotropic growth in the intensification of initial427

disturbances.428

To begin, we considered the growth of small-amplitude sinusoidal modes. In the absence of429

either a meridional moisture gradient or horizontal wind shear, that initial perturbation decayed430

with time, regardless of whether parameterized precipitation was included. This shows that at431

least one of the two gradients is essential for growth in our shallow water model. When only432

a moisture gradient was introduced, disturbance growth occurred in a phenomenon originally433

referred to as a balanced tropical moisture wave Sobel et al. (2001) and more recently termed434

moisture–vortex instability (Adames and Ming 2018a). With a poleward moisture gradient, the435

anomalies propagate westward with precipitation occurring to the west of the vorticity maxima.436

This leads to an enhancement of the vortex, with larger growth rates occurring as the basic-state437

moisture gradient was increased. The precipitation rates exhibited greater sensitivity than the438

vortex strength to changes in the moisture gradient. Overall, our low-amplitude (and thus quasi-439

linear) solutions in a spherical domain resembled the linear solutions obtained by Adames and440

Ming (2018a), with similar sensitivity to several model parameters. When meridional wind shear441

was instead imposed in the basic-state, the intensification rate of horizontal winds increased with442
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the shear but precipitation rates were weaker than in the presence of a moisture gradient and were443

comparatively insensitive to the shear. Also, in contrast to observations, precipitation occurred to444

the east of the vortex centres. In the presence of both a moisture gradient and wind shear in the445

basic-state, the growth of dynamical fields was mainly controlled by the shear, while precipitation446

rates were mostly set by the moisture gradient.447

A broadly similar picture emerged from our examination of the evolution of a finite-amplitude448

isolated vortex, with the growth of the dynamical fields being more sensitive to the horizontal shear449

than to the moisture gradient. However, the moisture gradient did affect the growth of dynamical450

fields to a greater extent than for the small-amplitude sinusoidal initial condition. Similar to451

the cloud-resolving simulation of Diaz and Boos (2021a), we saw an amplification of the winds452

by a factor of about 1.5 because of the inclusion of a moisture gradient in the basic-state. The453

precipitation rate for the isolated vortex was mostly set by the moisture gradient, as in the quasi-454

linear sinusoidal modes. However, in contrast to those quasi-linear modes where the intensification455

occurred even after day 5, the vortex strength and precipitation rate peaked around day 3–4,456

suggesting the importance of non-linear effects.457

Acting alone, both barotropic and moisture–vortex instabilities lead to an intensification of an458

isolated vortex or a quasi-linear sinusoidal mode. But in combination their effects weaken slightly,459

as evidenced by a smaller sensitivity of growth rates to the basic-state gradients. Especially460

for strong wind shear, the contribution of moisture–vortex instability diminishes and in some461

case even hinders disturbance growth. A possible explanation lies in the distortion of the phase462

relation between moisture anomalies and vorticity anomalies with increasing shear, which seems463

to disrupt the moisture–vortex instability. It is possible that interaction of the barotropic and464

moisture-vortex instabilities would change with different magnitudes and spatial structures of the465

background gradients. For example, for stronger background wind shears, the vortex amplification466

may be almost entirely due to barotropic growth if the background shears sufficiently distort the467

vortex’s phase relation with moisture anomalies. The interaction of the two instabilities may also468

be influenced by the meridional width and zonal extent of the background gradients; indeed, the469

meridional shear associated with the observed monsoon trough over South Asia typically has a470

different meridional position and meridional width than the background moisture gradient (e.g.471

Figure 1), as well as a somewhat different zonal extent. However, even in the absence of a true472
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instability, moisture gradients may still alter precipitation by producing moisture advection or473

modifying the moisture content in regions experiencing dynamical lifting.474

Even in the absence of any disruption of one instability mechanism by another, our results475

highlight the possibility that rotational winds in a lower-tropospheric vortex can intensify at different476

rates than the precipitating ascent in such a vortex. In other words, LPS need not have vertical477

and horizontal motion fields with fixed relative amplitudes; barotropic instability is a canonical478

example of a mechanism that primarily intensifies the rotational flow, and Diaz and Boos (2019b)479

argued that vertical motions might be generated in the presence of such barotropic growth primarily480

through dynamical coupling with a background vertical shear (e.g. via QG lifting). Our shallow481

water model does not include any representation of such vertical shear, so it is a framework in482

which the barotropic growth mechanism can be cleanly isolated from other diabatic mechanisms483

(such as moisture-vortex instability).484

The presence of vertical shear and associated QG lifting has long been thought to influence485

precipitation in monsoon depressions (Rao and Rajamani 1970; Sanders 1984), with the location486

of peak precipitation well predicted by solutions of the adiabatic QG omega equation (Boos et al.487

2015). The dynamical lifting produced by the interaction of the vortex with the background488

vertical shear been argued to be amplified by a feedback with moist convection, thereby enhancing489

monsoon depression precipitation (Nie and Sobel 2016; Murthy and Boos 2020). However, in490

our single-layer shallow water model, vertical shear is not included and the effect of QG lifting is491

ignored, which is a limitation of this study. It is unclear whether this is a major deficiency, because492

in the idealized cloud-system-resolving simulations of Diaz and Boos (2021a), vertical shear was493

found to be important in monsoon depression amplification primarily through its effect on the494

meridional moisture gradient (their basic-state used constant relative humidity, so any vertical495

shear was accompanied by a moisture gradient, through thermal wind balance). That effect is496

represented in our shallow water model by the prescription of an initial moisture gradient and a497

saturation moisture gradient. Whether QG lifting due to vertical shear is additionally important for498

amplification merits further exploration.499

The result that both meridional moisture gradients and meridional wind shear may be vital for500

the growth of monsoon depressions was suggested by Diaz and Boos (2021a), but the convection-501

permitting simulations used in that study did not allow the wide exploration of parameter space502
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undertaken here. Furthermore, the existence of differing sensitivities of the vortex intensification503

rate and the precipitation intensification rate to these two environmental gradients is a novel finding.504

Further work needs to be done to determine whether these results are affected by QG uplift due to505

coupling with background vertical shear, stratification, or other effects that cannot be represented506

in a two-dimensional shallow water model.507

In addition to further modeling for the goal of understanding mechanisms, a useful next step might508

be to examine the consistency of the mechanisms described here with the observed amplification of509

monsoon depressions.Other future work might explore the implications of these results for forecasts510

of monsoon LPS. For example, the dry bias in low-level relative humidity seen in a high-resolution511

numerical model used for weather forecasting over India (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2019) may explain512

why that model has biases in its representation of the intensification of monsoon LPS (Sarkar et al.513

2021). These issues have great importance for disaster preparedness, given the large fraction of514

South Asian hydrological disasters that are associated with monsoon LPS (Suhas et al. 2022).515
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